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8 of 8 review helpful COULD NOT PUT IT DOWN By Robin Mickelson Oh my goodness I bought this with low 
expectations I have taken Precepts classes on the book of Genesis which is a very deep study on books of the Bible 
and learned a lot So in picking Fallen to read I was hoping that it would be accurate in theory at the very least From 
the first page I was hooked Melinda captured the creation events perfectly f Love takes action The Creator God 
establishes the cosmos and shapes a man Adam rises from the dust Envious the powerful angel Lucifer despises him 
Oblivious to the threat Adam is captivated by his strong intuitive wife Eve nbsp In the Garden of Eden they enjoy 
abundant food gorgeous vistas and intriguing challenges including their budding love and passion They have it all But 
Lucifer s deceptive brilliance tricks them into disobeying This book is a triumph both in scholarship and in its 
demonstration of God s grace Jo Ann Pevoto 
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